BEHAVIORAL HEALTH MATRIX
We have updated the Behavioral Health matrix, please look for the current revision date which will show 02/26/2020. You can find what revisions were made by looking at the last tab. Remember this is only a GUIDE and all codes must meet medical documentation, scope of practice and medical necessity per AHCCCS guidelines and policies.

Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC) Code Update
We recently completed a review of all the current ASC procedures and verified them in our system to ensure that the code set is complete. If you find any codes that you feel are missing and believe we need to update our system, please go to the Medical Coding Resources page and submit a RTRU. (Link found under Medical Coding Resources on the side of this newsletter.)

Coding Updates/Questions:
Medical coding related updates/questions can be submitted by a individual provider, a facility, a Health plan or AHCCCS internal staff for any medical code. This includes, CPT/HCPCS codes, place of service, and modifiers to name a few. Requestor will need to submit a WORD format RTRU document with all the information for us to consider.

TIPS: Use the latest Reference Table Review and Update Request (link found under Medical Coding Resources on the side of this newsletter.) Make sure you include the specific information listed in the detail area, this includes the date you are requesting. If any details are not listed, your form will be sent back asking for clarification and delaying the process.

Refer to the instructions also on how to fill out this form.

Please send it to the email address listed.

Send only in WORD format.

COMING SOON:  Constant Contact
We are currently working on adding the Medical Coding Resource Page to the Constant Contact List so you will be able to sign up for automatic notices when we update this page. Watch for this update in the near future.